
 

 

Products and Services 

EventPaks 

*  Preconfigured Business  

    Processes 

• Quick implementation 

Workspaces and Reports 

*  Custom 

*  Pre-Configured Solutions 

Tools 

*  Developed Add-Ons to Enhance                    

Synergy Functionality 

Manuals 

*  Train users on Specific  

functions 

Training 

*  Several Methods for Users and 

Managers to get the most of their 

Synergy investment 

Customization 

*  When your business has needs 

just outside the scope of Synergy 

and the tools and plug-ins don't 

answer your need.  
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Follow Us  

@ SynergyExpert 

Contact us to schedule a live demonstration today. HAVING THE RIGHT TOOLS 

 = IMPORTANT 

HOW TO BEST USE THEM 

 = PRICELESS 

 

CONTACT US FOR TRAINING 
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Synergy KnowledgeBase 

Application:  

 

Many organizations deal with information about activities to solve a  

specific business issue.  This could be a Customer Service Representative 

handling a phone inquiry, and they may need to know the person or  

internal process that is used to reply.  It may be a Junior Service Techni-

cian that acts as a Level One Support and needs a database of problems 

and resolutions to make their task easier and repeatable. 

A KnowledgeBase can be built using Synergy functionality.  A workflow 

request is used to collect information regarding the issue.  It may be 

linked to an item in your database.  Documents and Attachments can be 

linked to this request. 

We can even link the source Account that was used to create this  

workflow, should you require additional follow-up or data. 

Once the resolution for this issue has been provided back to the custom-

er, this information can be saved into the request, along with any  

supporting documentation. 

 

Functionality: 

⇒ Issues and resolutions all detailed in a simple request 

⇒ Accounts and Items linked to requests 

⇒ Synergy documents and Attachments saved as part of KnowledgeBase 

⇒ Can be enhanced with other tools from SynergyExpert.com 

⇒ SSRS Reports may be created for specific search requests and results 

⇒ XML file can be used for the creation of this workflow request 

Features: 

 

Simple Synergy tool which will act as a corporate KnowledgeBase. 
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